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Abstract

Even when trained under exactly the same conditions outbred male Sprague-Dawley (SD) rats vary in the form of the
Pavlovian conditioned approach response (CR) they acquire. The form of the CR (i.e. sign-tracking vs. goal-tracking) predicts
to what degree individuals attribute incentive salience to cues associated with food or drugs. However, we have noticed
variation in the incidence of these two phenotypes in rats obtained from different vendors. In this study, we quantified sign-
and goal-tracking behavior in a reasonably large sample of SD rats obtained from two vendors (Harlan or Charles River), as
well as from individual colonies operated by both vendors. Our sample of rats acquired from Harlan had, on average, more
sign-trackers than goal-trackers, and vice versa for our sample of rats acquired from Charles River. Furthermore, there were
significant differences among colonies of the same vendor. Although it is impossible to rule out environmental variables, SD
rats at different vendors and barriers may have reduced phenotypic heterogeneity as a result of genetic variables, such as
random genetic drift or population bottlenecks. Consistent with this hypothesis, we identified marked population structure
among colonies from Harlan. Therefore, despite sharing the same name, investigators should be aware that important
genetic and phenotypic differences exist among SD rats from different vendors or even from different colonies of the same
vendor. If used judiciously this can be an asset to experimental design, but it can also be a pitfall for those unaware of the
issue.
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Introduction

Even the most experimentally reproducible behaviors show

consistent inter-individual variation. Understanding the sources of

this variation allows better control of experimental conditions in

order to reduce ‘‘noise’’ and increase the probability of obtaining

replicable results. Environmental factors, such as lighting, odors,

and housing conditions, are routinely recognized as important

variables and standardized in behavioral experiments. Genetic

factors are also well-known, and in animals studies are typically

controlled by limiting analyses to a particular strain or stock of

animals.

Both inbred and outbred rats can be used in studies

investigating rodent behavior, and each has a different level of

genetic diversity. Inbred rats, such as Lewis and Fischer, are

referred to as ‘‘strains’’ and are the product of deliberate

inbreeding among siblings for a minimum of twenty generations

[1]. Individuals from a given inbred strain are considered isogenic,

or genetically identical. Each inbred strain has a unique genotype

that has become fixed over successive generations of inbreeding,

and the behavioral phenotype is correspondingly constrained. In

contrast, outbred rats, referred to as ‘‘stocks’’, are maintained

using breeding schemes intended to preserve genetic diversity.

Outbred stocks, such as Sprague-Dawley (SD), are often popular
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research models for translational studies of behavior and

pharmacology due to their genetic diversity, which may more

closely mirror the genetic and behavioral heterogeneity observed

in human populations [2].

With increased genetic diversity comes an increased potential

for stable behavioral differences between reproductively isolated

populations, such as rats from different vendors or even different

colonies within the same vendor. Vendor differences in behavioral,

pharmacological, and physiological measures have been repeat-

edly identified in the SD outbred stock [3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10] as well as

in Wistar-Kyoto [11] and Wistar [12,13,14] stocks. In addition,

colony differences in the learned helplessness behavioral measure

have been demonstrated in SD rats acquired from different

colonies within Harlan [15]. Therefore, vendor and colony

differences are commonplace, and may produce reliable variation

in a variety of experimental measures.

Our laboratory focuses on individual differences in Pavlovian

conditioned approach (PCA) as a model of the attribution of

incentive salience to predictive cues. PCA is a learned behavior

that develops when a conditioned stimulus (CS; a lever)

precedes a response-independent unconditioned stimulus (US;

a food pellet delivered into a pellet magazine). If the CS and

US are physically separated, different phenotypes can manifest:

sign-tracking (CS-directed behavior), goal-tracking (US-directed

behavior), and an intermediate phenotype expressing both

behaviors. Development of a sign-tracking response involves

attribution of incentive salience to the CS, transforming the CS

from a mere predictor of the US into an attractive, rewarding

stimulus in its own right [16,17]. Individuals that sign-track to

discrete, localizable conditioned food cues are also more likely

to work for drug-associated cues [18], and are more likely to

reinstate responding for food or drug cues after extinction

[19,20]. Thus, sign-tracking appears to indicate a general

tendency to attribute incentive salience to discrete conditioned

cues, which may render the individual more susceptible to

maladaptive cue-driven behaviors, such as drug addiction and

binge eating. Because behavioral measures such as PCA

potentially vary between populations, we analyzed the PCA

behavior in a relatively large sample (n = 557) of SD rats pooled

from several studies in order to determine how PCA phenotypes

differ based on vendor and colony. We also tested for

population structure among three colonies at Harlan to

determine whether the colonies are genetically distinct from

one another.

Materials and Methods

Animals
Adult male Sprague-Dawley rats (250–300 g) were purchased

from either Charles River (n = 115) or Harlan (n= 442). Further-

more, these animals were specifically acquired from different

colonies. SD rats from Charles River were selected from colonies

P03 (n= 30; Portage, MI) and P09 (n= 85; Portage, MI); SD rats

from Harlan were selected from colonies 206 (n= 199; Haslett,

MI), 208A (n= 150; Frederick, MD), and 217 (n= 93; Indianapo-

lis, IN). Tail samples from a subset of the Harlan animals were

subjected to genetic analysis. Animals were maintained on a 12:12-

hr light/dark cycle, and food and water were available ad libitum

for the duration of experimentation. All procedures were approved

by the University Committee on the Use and Care of Animals

(University of Michigan; Ann Arbor, MI).

Pavlovian Conditioned Approach: Apparatus
Operant conditioning modular chambers (24.1 cm

width620.5 cm depth629.2 cm height; MED Associates, Inc.;

St. Albans, VT) were used for Pavlovian conditioning. Each

chamber was located in a sound-attenuating cubicle equipped with

a ventilation fan to provide ambient white noise. Each chamber

was equipped with a pellet magazine, an illuminated, retractable

lever (counterbalanced on the left or right of the pellet magazine),

and a red house light on the wall opposite of the pellet magazine.

When inserted into the chamber, the retractable lever was

illuminated by a LED light within the lever housing. A pellet

dispenser delivered banana-flavored food pellets into the pellet

magazine. An infrared sensor inside the pellet magazine measured

head entries to the pellet magazine.

Pavlovian Conditioned Approach: Procedure
For two days prior to pretraining, rats were familiarized with

banana-flavored food pellets (45 mg; Bioserv; Frenchtown, NJ) in

their home cages. Rats were then placed into the operant

chambers for one or two pretraining sessions. Initial studies used

two pretraining sessions on successive days, but the second session

was eliminated in subsequent experiments because analysis

indicated no difference in behavior between animals who received

one vs two pretraining sessions (Fig. S1; t = 1.771, p = .077).

During pretraining sessions, the red house-light remained on but

the lever was retracted. Fifty food pellets were delivered on a

variable interval (VI) 30-s schedule (i.e., one food pellet was

delivered on average every 30 s, but actual delivery varied

between 0–60 s). All rats consumed all the food pellets by the

end of the first or second pretraining session, after which rats

started PCA training. Each trial during a test session consisted of

extension of the illuminated lever (CS) into the chamber for 8 s on

a VI 90-s schedule. Retraction of the lever was immediately

followed by the response-independent delivery of one food pellet

(US) in the pellet magazine. Each test session consisted of 25 trials

of CS-US pairings, resulting in a total session length of

approximately 40 m. Each rat consumed all the food pellets that

were delivered. The rats were tested by different experimenters as

part of ongoing studies from February to June 2012. Although

subsets of animals were used in different studies, the initial

Pavlovian training procedure was the same in all cases, and these

are the data reported here. In no case did any experimental

manipulation precede Pavlovian training.

Genotyping-by-sequencing and Population Structure
We used genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS), which is a reduced

representation sequencing approach, to obtain genotypes at single

nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that were approximately evenly

spaced throughout the rat genome. GBS was performed on 66 SD

rats from 3 Harlan colonies: 28 from Haslett (206), 4 from

Frederick (208A) and 34 from Indianapolis (217) [21,22]. GBS

libraries were prepared by digesting genomic DNA with PstI and

annealing indexed adapters to the resulting overhangs, thus all

regions that were proximal to PstI restriction sites were sequenced;

a subset of those regions contained SNPs. We performed discovery

of SNPs and called genotypes using bwa [23] and samtools [24].

This procedure yielded 2,256 high confidence SNPs that had

minor allele frequencies greater than 0.2.

Using these genotype data we conducted a test for population

stratification using the program structure [25] to determine whether

genetic differences between the colonies existed; such differences

may explain the phenotypic differences that we observed between

these three Harlan colonies.

Vendor Differences in Sign- vs. Goal-Tracking
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Statistical Analysis
PCA behavior was scored using an index that averages the

frequency, probability, and latency of lever presses (sign-tracking

response) and magazine entries (goal-tracking response) during CS

presentations within a session [26]. Briefly, we averaged together

the response bias (i.e., number of lever presses and magazine

entries for a session; [lever presses – magazine entries]/[lever

presses+magazine entries]), probability difference (i.e., proportion

of lever presses or magazine entries; [lever press probability –

magazine entry probability]/100), and latency score (i.e., average

latency to perform a lever press or magazine entry during a

session; [lever press latency – magazine entry latency]/8). The

index scores behavior from 21.0 (absolute goal-tracking) to +1.0
(absolute sign-tracking), with 0 representing no bias. All statistical

analyses were performed using SPSS (Version 16; IBM, Inc.),

which automatically adjusts for unequal sample sizes. Differences

between two groups were analyzed using Student’s t-tests.

Repeated measures were analyzed using a linear mixed model

with an autoregressive (AR1) covariance structure.

Results

Figure 1 shows a comparison of PCA behavior across five days

of training in rats obtained from two different vendors, Harlan and

Charles River. It can be seen that rats supplied from Harlan had

significantly higher PCA index scores (i.e., more sign-tracking

behavior) than rats supplied from Charles River over the five

training sessions (Fig. 1; main effect of vendor; F(1,642.21) = 55.63,

p = 2.85610213). Furthermore, by the last two days of training rats

from Harlan had positive PCA scores whereas rats from Charles

River had, on average, negative PCA scores (i.e., more goal-

tracking). Figure 2 shows the averages (over the last two sessions) of

the individual variables used to calculate PCA index scores:

number, probability, and latency of lever presses and magazine

entries. Harlan rats performed more lever presses during the CS

period (t = 60.87, p = 3.05610214) with a shorter latency

(t = 61.58, p = 2.20610214) and higher probability (t = 79.03,

p = 8.55610218). In contrast, rats from Charles River performed

more magazine entries during the CS period (t = 18.22,

p = 2.3261025) with a shorter latency (t = 24.82, p= 8.4161027)

and higher probability (t = 20.39, p = 7.7061026). When PCA

index scores are plotted as a histogram, it is readily apparent that

more sign-tracking rats came from Harlan whereas more goal-

tracking rats came from Charles River (Fig. 3; t-test of PCA index

scores; t = 140.76, p= 4.29610229).

In addition to differences in PCA behavior of rats supplied from

different vendors, differences were also observed in rats supplied

from individual barriers of each vendor. Harlan rats from barriers

206 (Haslett, MI), 208A (Frederick, MD), and 217 (Indianapolis,

IN) displayed significant differences in their respective PCA index

scores (Fig. 4A; main effect of barrier; F(2,506.46) = 7.86,

p = 4.3461024). Rats from these barriers differed in the number,

latency, and probability of lever presses (data not shown; number:

F(2,474.82) = 9.57, p = 8.4361025; latency: F(2,486.19) = 4.875,

p = 0.008; probability: F(2,481.51) = 3.922, p= 0.02). Correspond-

ingly, rats from these barriers also had different numbers,

latencies, and probabilities of magazine entries during the CS

(data not shown; number: F(2,567.84) = 5.40, p = 0.005; latency:

F(2,577.98) = 5.82, p= 0.003; probability: F(2,550.16) = 5.51,

p = 0.004).

Charles River rats from barrier P03 (Portage, MI) had lower

PCA index scores (i.e., more goal-tracking behavior) than rats

from barrier P09 (Portage, MI; different colony room) (Fig. 4B;

main effect of barrier; F(1,132.21) = 10.69, p = 1.3861023). Rats

from barrier P03 performed more magazine entries during the CS

period (data not shown; F(1,133.06) = 5.28, p = 0.023), but they did

not differ from rats from barrier P09 on latency to or probability of

magazine entries (data not shown; latency: F(1,135.88) = 1.51,

p = 0.22; probability: F(1,133.51) = 0.49, p = 0.49). Rats from barrier

P09, however, performed more lever presses with a shorter latency

and higher probability than rats from barrier P03 (data not shown;

number: F(1,142.86) = 10.91, p = 1.1261023; latency:

F(1,136.15) = 10.01, p = 1.9261023; probability: F(1,136.87) = 17.35,

p = 5.4861025). Inclusion of other variables as random effects,

such as time of year and identity of the experimenter, did not

influence the significance of vendor or barrier fixed effects for any

of the tests reported here, and none of the included random effects

reached or approached statistical significance (data not shown).

Next, we investigated whether there was evidence of population

stratification among the SD rats from different Harlan colonies by

using the program structure [25]. In this model, a value of K.1

indicates significant population structure, and in our sample the

optimal parameter for K was 4, suggesting that the different

colonies are genetically distinct populations (Fig. 5). The rats from

the colonies at Frederick, MD (208A), and Indianapolis, IN (217),

looked somewhat similar while the rats from Haslett, MI (206)

Figure 1. Pavlovian conditioned approach index scores
between vendors. PCA scores (mean+S.E.M.) across five daily sessions
of training for (A) all rats (n = 557) as well as (B) rats subdivided by
vendor (Harlan, n = 442; Charles River, n = 115). Note that error bars are
included in the figure, but they are so small that the data symbols
obscure them. *** - p,0.001.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0075042.g001

Vendor Differences in Sign- vs. Goal-Tracking
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appeared to be outliers. Interestingly, this is consistent with the

observed phenotypic differences (Fig. 4).

Discussion

It has been demonstrated previously that sign-tracking behavior

differs between two inbred strains of rats (i.e., Lewis and Fischer)

[27]; however, this study is the first to demonstrate that the

incidence of sign- and goal-tracking behavior also reliably varies

within an outbred stock of rats at the level of vendors and

individual colonies. Specifically, SD rats acquired from Harlan

displayed more sign-tracking behavior, whereas rats acquired from

Charles River displayed more goal-tracking behavior. In addition,

rats acquired from individual colonies of each vendor differed

significantly in the form of PCA behavior: Charles River rats

acquired from barrier P03 displayed more goal-tracking behavior

than rats acquired from barrier P09, and Harlan rats acquired

from barriers 206, 217, and 208A all showed significantly different

levels of sign-tracking behavior. This is also the first study that we

are aware of that explicitly demonstrates population structure

among outbred rats, an observation that supports the hypothesis

that genetic differences may account for the observed behavioral

differences.

The methods we employed do not allow us to determine to what

degree genetic or environmental variables affected the incidence of

sign- and goal-tracking among rats acquired from different

vendors and colonies. However, there is evidence that genetic

factors can influence PCA behavior. For example, rat lines

selectively bred on the basis of locomotor response to novelty differ

reliably in PCA behavior [28]. Environmental factors can also

have enduring effects on PCA behavior. For example, rats that

experience early life stress in the form of maternal separation tend

to exhibit more sign-tracking behavior when tested as adults [29].

Conversely, rats that are reared in an enriched environment show

reduced sign-tracking behavior compared to those raised in

isolation [30].

Figure 2. Pavlovian conditioned approach variables between
vendors. PCA variables (mean+S.E.M.) averaged across the last two
sessions. Variables included the number, probability, and latency of
lever presses (sign-tracking conditioned response) and magazine
entries (goal-tracking conditioned response) during US presentation.
*** - p,0.001.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0075042.g002

Figure 3. Distribution of Pavlovian conditioned approach
index scores between vendors. The percent distribution of PCA
scores, averaged from the last two sessions of training, of (A) all rats as
well as the total sample subdivided into rats acquired from (B) Harlan
(n = 442) or (C) Charles River (n = 115). Rats are binned by PCA score
(21.0 to +1.0) in increments of 0.10.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0075042.g003

Vendor Differences in Sign- vs. Goal-Tracking
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As previously mentioned, the divergent phenotypes between

both vendors and colonies may also be the result of genetic factors.

By using genotyping-by-sequencing and analyzing population

structure, we demonstrated that rats acquired from Harlan

colonies 208A (Frederick, MD) and 217 (Indianapolis, IN) are

more genetically similar to each other than rats acquired from 206

(Haslett, MI), which is consistent with our observed phenotypic

differences. That is, rats acquired from 208A and 217 are more

phenotypically similar to each other than to rats acquired from

206. Both population bottlenecks and random genetic drift can

lead to these observed genetic differences among population

isolates. Such genetic differences are inevitable among finite

breeding populations; for example, genetic drift has been

previously reported in certain outbred stocks of OF-1 [31] and

CLFP [32] mice. In addition, genetic and phenotypic differences

have been observed among outbred CD-1 mice acquired from

different breeding facilities [33]. Although genotyped microsatel-

lite markers are used by vendors to determine genetic variation

within barriers (e.g., the International Genetic Standardization

program at Charles River), the screens are only performed on a

small number of rats, and typically there are several years between

tests [34].

Though a detailed analysis of environmental differences

between the populations tested in this study was not possible,

there are several potential sources of environmental variation

that could have affected PCA behavior. For instance, animal

transportation is stressful to rats, and air transportation increases

corticosterone (CORT) [35]. Previously, it has been demon-

strated that CORT release is positively correlated with sign-

tracking behavior in rats and mice [36,37]. There are several

reasons why we believe that transportation stress did not

underlie the observed alterations in PCA behavior here. First,

the aforementioned transportation-induced increase in CORT

normalized within one week, which coincided with our period

of acclimation and handling. Second, all of our rats were

shipped via truck, which is considered a less stressful method of

transportation. Third, colonies P03 and P09 (Charles River) are

both located in the nearby city of Portage, MI, yet the rats,

which travelled the same distance and under similar conditions,

still differed in PCA behavior. Both basal and evoked stress

responses vary between SD rats supplied by either Harlan or

Charles River [8,38], however, and we cannot discount the fact

that SD rats acquired from different vendors vary in their

responses to stress experienced in the colonies or during

transport, which may have affected subsequent PCA behavior.

Every effort is made to ensure that different colonies within the

same company are essentially identical, so it is unlikely that

environmental enrichment contributed in a significant way to

the PCA differences observed between colonies. The effects of

early-life experiences, however, cannot be completely excluded.

For example, different staff members handle the animals in

different colonies, which could result in varying stress levels

between animals. Studies of environmental factors affecting

rodent behavior consistently demonstrate that experimenter

identity is one of the strongest sources of variance in

standardized behavioral measures [39,40].

Reliable variation in complex behaviors has not been fully

investigated across paradigms. Between January 2002 and July

2005, it was estimated that 85% of all publications in the

PubMed database involving rats used outbred stocks [41], which

may show reliable variation between vendors and colonies.

When maximal phenotypic variation in complex behaviors in

outbred rat stocks is desired, it may be advantageous to acquire

rats from different sources. However, care must be taken with

such an approach not to mistakenly attribute a biological

correlation between two traits simply because random genetic

drift or other extraneous causes happened to enrich them both

within a particular colony. Though restriction of experimental

subjects to a single colony avoids the potential confound of such

Figure 4. Pavlovian conditioned approach scores between
colonies. PCA scores (mean+S.E.M.) across five daily sessions of
training subdivided by different barriers within (A) Harlan and (B)
Charles River. *** - p,0.001.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0075042.g004

Figure 5. Population structure among Harlan colonies. Each
Sprague-Dawley (SD) rat from different colonies of Harlan (206, Haslett,
MI; 207A, Frederick, MD; and, 217, Indianapolis, IN) is represented by a
vertical bar, which is partitioned into four colors, representing the four
contributing populations that were identified by structure. The colony
rooms are labeled below the panel.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0075042.g005

Vendor Differences in Sign- vs. Goal-Tracking
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spurious correlations, it also risks reducing phenotypic variation.

In either case, knowledge of how behavior varies among

outbred stocks acquired from both vendors and colonies can

assist in the design and success of experiments.

Supporting Information

Figure S1 Pretraining session influence on Pavlovian
conditioned approach index scores. PCA scores (mean+-
S.E.M.) averaged across the last two training sessions for rats who

received one (n= 255) or two (n = 135) pretraining sessions.

(TIF)
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